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Solar Baked Clay Medallions 
Instructions 
[refer also to video tutorial at www.solarschoolhouse.net/medallions] 
 
Materials:  

 Low temperature oven bake clay, ‘solar’ colors of red, yellow 
orange (Brand: Sculpey or Fimo) 

 thin string (hemp string works well) 
 UV energy beads (www.stevespanglerscience.com) 
 Magazine beads (optional. Seen in picture on right. Refer to 

posted directions on solarschoolhouse.net) 
 

Tools:   
 Spatula and sun oven (need to reach 200 degrees at least),  
 Round “cookie”cutter (spice jar lid is a good option) 
 Round stamper (can make your own custom one or get a 

‘Sun’ design) 
 Shish-Kabob stick for making hole in medallion for string 
 Rolling pin, or section of pipe 
  

Directions:  
 

1. Work a piece of clay (one or more sun colors) to soften  
2. Roll out the clay to about 1/8 inch thickness with rolling pin or pipe section 
3. Cut the clay out with the spice lid/cookie cutter 
4. Press the stamper into the clay to made a print 
5. Poke a string hole into the top of the clay medallion with the shish-kabob stick 
6. Put name or initials on back with the stick, add date stamp if desired 
7. Using the spatula, place the medallions on the bottom of the sun oven or a cookie sheet to 

bake about ½ hour  at about 200 degrees (monitor, time and temp will vary) 
8. While medallions are baking string 6 energy beads onto a long necklace length string and tie 

ends together with an overhand knot.  Place around neck to save for adding medallion. 
9. Remove medallions with spatula, clay will be soft so leave flat to harden and cool 
10. Take off string of beads and hold so that knot is in one hand and the center of the string 

between the six beads is in the other.  Thread the pinched string between the beads through 
the hole in the medallion then slip the knotted side of the string and all the beads through the 
loop you just created when slipping the pinched string. Pull gently to secure the medallion in 
place.  This is called a Lark’s Head Knot*. 

11. Wear your new necklace outside and see the energy beads react to the sun’s UV light! 
 

 
*Lark’s Head Knot for attaching medallion to string 


